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ABSTRACT 
The Swift X-ray Telescope (XRT) is a CCD based X-ray telescope designed for localization, spectroscopy and long term 
light curve monitoring of Gamma-Ray Bursts and their X-ray afterglows. Since the launch of Swift in November 2004, 
the XRT has undergone significant evolution in the way it is operated. Shortly after launch there was a failure of the 
CCD thermo-electric cooling system, which led to the XRT team being required to devise a method of keeping the CCD 
temperature below −50C utilizing only passive cooling by minimizing the exposure of the XRT radiator to the Earth. We 
present in this paper an update on how the modeling of this passive cooling method has improved in first ~1000 days 
since the method was devised, and the success rate of this method in day-to-day planning. We also discuss the changes 
to the operational modes and onboard software of the XRT. These changes include improved rapid data product 
generation in order to improve speed of rapid Gamma-Ray Burst response and localization to the community; changes to 
the way XRT observation modes are chosen in order to better fine tune data acquisition to a particular science goal; 
reduction of “mode switching” caused by the contamination of the CCD by Earth light or high temperature effects.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Swift Satellite1, launched from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station on November 20th, 2004, was designed with the 
purpose of detection and rapid follow up of Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRB). GRBs are bright transient astrophysical 
phenomena usually associated with the collapse of a massive star into a black hole or collision/merger of two neutron 
stars in a binary system. These GRBs require rapid follow-up X-ray and Optical telescopes  due to their rapid power-law 
decay in both X-ray and optical/UV wavelengths.  

In order to achieve both rapid detection and follow up Swift consists of 3 complementary instruments and a spacecraft 
platform capable of rapid slewing in order to get on target in usually less than 2 minutes after initial detection of a GRB. 
The Burst Alert Telescope2 (BAT) performs this initial detection. BAT is a wide field of view Gamma-Ray/Hard X-ray 
telescope utilizing coded mask optics imaging sensitive in the 15-150 keV energy range. For accurate burst localization 
and follow-up, Swift has two Narrow Field Instruments (NFIs): the X-ray Telescope3 (XRT), a Wolter type 1 grazing 
incidence X-ray telescope and the UV/Optical Telescope (UVOT) a Ritchie Chrétien telescope with a micro-channel 
plate based photon counting detector with lenticular filters in optical and UV wavelength as well as Optical and UV 
Grisms for spectroscopy4.  

The Swift XRT is a sensitive (110 cm2 effective area at 1.5 keV), 24 arc-minute field of view X-ray telescope utilizing a 
3.5 meter focal length grazing incidence telescope to focus X-rays onto an CCD detector. The XRT primary science 
objective is to perform rapid localization of GRB afterglows with an uncertainty of <5 arc seconds, in order to improve 
the initial position found by the BAT, which has an uncertainty of 3 arc minutes. XRT also has spectroscopic capabilities 
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in order to characterize non-thermal emission and possible line spectra from GRBs. The high sensitivity of XRT allows 
for GRB afterglow follow-up for analysis of long-term GRB afterglow light-curves often for weeks after the initial GRB 
detection.  

Since launch the XRT has suffered two hardware anomalies. During the instrument activation phase, the power supply 
for the CCD thermoelectric cooler (TEC) suffered a failure, rendering the TEC inoperable. The TEC was required to 
keep the XRT CCD at its designed operating temperature of −100C. A second anomaly occurred in May 2005 when the 
XRT CCD was apparently struck by a micrometeorite5, damaging the CCD causing the formation of several hot 
columns.   

In this paper we discuss the evolution of the operation and on-board flight software of the Swift XRT in the light of the 
hardware issues, optimization of the XRT to better meet the science goals, and the changes required to meet the growing 
and changing role of the Swift observatory from a primarily GRB centered mission to a more general platform for multi-
wavelength astronomy, both for long term monitoring and for rapid follow-up of transient events. We also update the 
status of the XRT CCD temperature control mechanism using passive cooling6, utilizing data from the first 1000 days of 
XRT operation.  

2. CONTROLLING THE XRT CCD TEMPERATURE 
2.1 UPDATED TEMPERATURE MODEL 

The loss of the XRT TEC meant that the XRT CCD temperature would never reach the designed temperature of −100C. 
Fortunately it was determined that the XRT CCD performed exceptionally well at temperatures up to −50C. Above 
−50C the CCD becomes dominated by hot pixels and  dark current, making it effectively useless. It was seen during the 
early part of the activation of Swift that the XRT CCD temperature varied from around −70C to −45C, with rapid 
temperature changes of ~5-10 C in a single 96 minute orbit often observed.  

It was determined that the temperature variations seen in the XRT CCD were related to the amount of exposure the XRT 
radiator has to the Earth during a single orbit, and by minimizing this exposure by preferentially aligning Swift so that 
the XRT radiator points away from the Earth for the majority of an orbit, we are able to keep the XRT CCD temperature 
at an acceptable level. This was achieved through a combination of mission planners picking science targets that keep 
the XRT cold, by scheduling these targets only during periods where they would ensure a good orientation of the XRT 
radiator with respect to the Earth, and by optimizing the Swift roll angle to roll the radiator away from the Earth as much 
as possible given the constraints on the spacecraft.  

A model was devised to predict the XRT CCD temperature for a set of pre-planned targets, based on the orbit averaged 
“Earth Elevation Angle” (EEA), which is defined as the angle between the plane of the XRT radiator surface and the 
center of the Earth. The initial results of this method of passive cooling were previously reported5. Data from the first 
1000 days of Swift operations have confirmed conclusively that the XRT CCD temperature is directly related to the orbit 
averaged EEA. The correlation between the day averaged value of the temperature and the day-averaged value of the 
EEA is shown in Figure 1. The updated equation used to derive a prediction of XRT temperature is as follows: 

TCCD = −56.62 + 0.734E + 0.006E2 C         (1) 

Where E is the orbit-averaged value of the Earth elevation angle. Note that this equation differs from the value given by 
the previous analysis in that it does not contain the component dependent on the β-angle (the angle between the current 
Swift orbital plane and the Sun) that was previously derived. The removal of this dependence was a result of better 
understanding of the effect after further thermal data from XRT showed that the β-angle dependence was actually a 
transient effect. Figure 2 shows a plot of the residuals found when subtracting the model-calculated temperature from the 
measured CCD temperature averaged over a 24-hour period for the first 1000 days of XRT operation. As can be seen 
there are periods in which the residual appears to be strongly anti-correlated with the orbital β-angle. These periods 
occur during summer in the northern hemisphere, however attempts to model this variation have not yielded any good 
results. This summer β-angle dependence is most likely caused by a higher Earth albedo during the summer. Although 
these excursions are roughly correlated with being in the summer, it is not possible to include an accurate estimate of 
these effects in the current model, however through monitoring the current temperature residuals, the planners can 
predict the onset of this effect, as well as being aware of approximate the times of year where this effect is a problem. 
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Figure 1. An updated model for estimating the XRT CCD temperature as a function of Earth Elevation Angle. 

 
Figure 2. Residuals from the model show in Figure 1 (black) and the β-angle (sinusoidal line) for the first 1000 days of XRT 

operation. 
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Controlling of the XRT CCD Temperature using passive cooling methods combined with careful science planning using 
targets optimized for XRT cooling has been highly successful with ~92% of the XRT operational time with an average 
CCD temperature of < −54C, and 97% below −52C. 

3. IMPROVING RAPID BURST RESPONSE 
3.1 The problem of finding a rapid X-ray GRB afterglow position 

The XRT provides rapid localization of the X-ray afterglow to the community by taking an image of the field and 
performing on-board centroiding of the brightest X-ray source in the imaged field of view. This is achieved by taking a 
series of short Image Mode exposures, which consist of raw CCD exposures with no event recognition performed, on 
which a centroiding algorithm is run on-board to attempt to find the brightest source in the field of view. The sequence 
of Image Mode data taken consists of one 0.1s followed by up to two 2.5s exposures if no source is found. The results of 
this centroiding are downlinked rapidly to the ground through the use of Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System 
(TDRSS) network of satellites and distributed to the astronomical community via The Gamma-ray Bursts Coordinates 
Network8 (GCN) within seconds of the localization occurring. The rapidly downlinked data include a “Position 
Message” containing the RA, Dec and positional error of the bright source and a “Postage Stamp”, which is a 64x64 
pixel image centered on the source, that can be used to determine if the source is a real astrophysical object or a detector 
artifact such as a cosmic ray event. 

Unfortunately the X-ray brightness of GRBs are often too faint to be localized on-board using Image Mode data (for an 
explanation of XRT observing modes see Hill et al, 20057) either because the GRB X-ray afterglow is initially faint, or 
because the X-ray afterglow fades too quickly to be caught in a bright state at the time Image Mode data is taken. The 
inability to find a rapid position for a GRB has led to the reporting of GRB afterglow positions to be delayed by in the 
worst case up to 8-10 hours, depending on the time until the next ground station downlink, and the speed at which the 
data can be processed and analyzed. 

In this section we discuss the changes made to the XRT on-board software that add new data products downlinked 
through TDRSS that allows the much more rapid localization of a GRB. 

3.2 “THRESHPIX” data 

In order to increase the likelihood of detecting the presence of a GRB in the XRT Image Mode data,  “THRESHPIX” 
data were included in the standard XRT data products sent out immediately through TDRSS. Implemented in January 
2006 via a change to the XRT flight software, these new THRESHPIX data products consists of a list of pixels 
coordinates and their DN values. Only pixels with DN values above a specified threshold level are telemetered, and the 
threshold level being set so as to minimize the amount of background noise downlinked, as TDRSS telemetry needs to 
be kept to a minimum level at all times.  

Upon being telemetered to the ground these pixel lists are then reconstructed into a full 600x600 image of the XRT field 
of view with an astronomical coordinate system attached, and sent out as FITS files through the GCN system. These 
reconstructed THRESHPIX images can be visually inspected for the presence of any bright X-ray afterglow of the GRB. 
Typically if the XRT is unable to centroid it takes a sequence of 3 images, one 0.1s and 2 2.5s exposures. With the 
THRESHPIX data all 3 of these images are downlinked, allowing the data analyst to combine the images to maximize 
likelihood of finding the GRB X-ray afterglow. This data mode also acts as a vital diagnostic tool for cases when the 
XRT on-board centroiding algorithm centers on a source in the field of view that is clearly not an astrophysical source 
(e.g. a cosmic ray). 

With normal Image Mode data, it is required that GRB X-ray afterglow brightness is a minimum of ~8 counts per second 
in order for the on-board software to be able to successfully find a position. These THRESHPIX data allow for the XRT 
team to localize, using ground analysis, moderately bright X-ray afterglows for which the brightness is not high enough 
to be found using the centroid algorithm (e.g ~2-8 counts per second). Typically utilizing these THRESHPIX data the 
XRT team has been able to report a prompt XRT afterglow position approximately 5 minutes after a settling on a GRB, 
greatly increasing the response time compared to previously having to wait until a full data downlink through Malindi.  
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3.3 “SPER” data 

Some GRB X-ray afterglows proved to be too faint even to be detected in the ~5.1s of Image Mode data downlinked 
through TDRSS. These faint bursts are often some of the most scientifically critical for which to report a rapid position, 
for example in the case of a short GRB, where the source is often faint and decays extremely rapidly. In this case a rapid 
position from XRT may be necessary for getting a good optical image from a ground based telescope, and possibly a 
red-shift measurement to estimate the distance to the GRB.  

In order to obtain a rapid position it was decided to downlink the Photon Counting (PC) mode data through TDRSS. 
Photon Counting is the most commonly utilized mode of XRT observation for faint sources. This mode consists of a 
series of 2.5s CCD exposures, which are searched for X-ray events. Each event consists of a 3x3 array of DN values and 
events are assigned a grade based on the distribution of DN across this 3x3 array (for a full description of PC mode see 
Hill et al, 20057).  

PC mode events are normally telemetered in the science data downlinked through the Malindi ground station, located on 
the East Coast of Kenya. A best the gap between these Malindi passes will be a single 96 minute orbit, although longer 
gaps of 3 hours and up to 8 hours (referred to as the “Malindi Gap”) occur daily due to the orbital inclination. PC mode 
events can be reconstructed into images, light-curves and spectra of X-ray sources. Although downlinking PC mode data 
through TDRSS instead of Malindi provides near-instant X-ray data, there are significant limitations on the available 
bandwidth as the maximum allowed TDRSS downlink bandwidth for Swift is 256 bytes per second. In order to downlink 
PC data through TDRSS, the PC mode data production rate needs to be significantly smaller than normal. The 
requirement to minimize telemetry is further complicated by the presence of Earth Limb contamination, where reflected 
light from the Earth shines on the XRT CCD, which can cause significantly higher count rates in PC mode also, with 
count rates up going up to 1-2000 counts per second in some cases. It is clear that it would not be feasible to telemeter 
raw PC mode data through TDRSS, without significantly delaying the arrival time of other TDRSS products generated 
by the other instruments on-board Swift that are being produced in the aftermath of a GRB detection. 

In order to reduce the PC mode telemetry to be suitable for TDRSS downlinking, the following filtering was performed: 
Firstly, the downlinked PC mode events were limited to the central 200x200 pixels of the chip, representing an 
approximately 8 arc minute field of view. Given that the error on BAT localization is typically 3 arc minutes, and that 
the error in the slew is of the order of 1-2 arc minutes, this means that the majority of GRBs will land inside of this 
200x200 window. However this window only represents 1/9th of the total area of the CCD so is significant reduction in 
the amount of data telemetered, especially reducing the Earth limb contamination that is primarily at the edges of the 
CCD. 

Earth limb however can still be a problem, as particularly bad cases can create low energy events across the entire field 
of view. In order to reduce the number of these events telemetered, two steps are taken. Firstly all events below 200DN 
(approximately 0.5 keV) are not telemetered. Secondly only events that are entirely contained within a single pixel 
(known as “Grade 0”) are telemetered. This works as an effective method of removing any remaining Earth limb events 
(which usually have high grades due to not being real X-ray events), although this does have the effect of throwing out 
approximately 10-15% of “good” X-ray events. However the resultant reduction in telemetry and high signal to noise 
ratio achieved by this filtering make for extremely high data quality. This data packet is referred to as the “Single Pixel 
Event Report” (SPER), due to the fact that only single pixel events are telemetered. 

The final step in reducing the telemetry size is to remove empty frame headers, which are generated when no X-ray 
events are found within a PC mode frame. As PC mode frames can sometimes be dropped, or the XRT can switch in WT 
mode if a burst undergoes bright flaring activity that requires a faster readout mode to avoid pile-up, these empty frame 
headers are required to accurately calculate the exposure time for a combined PC mode dataset. As the primary 
requirement for SPER data are to localize the burst, an accurate exposure time is not necessary, however it does mean 
that SPER data are not useable to calculate accurate light-curves, spectra or flux measurements for GRBs. 

Figure 3 shows a typical light-curve for a moderately bright GRB, and the sequence of events are marked on the plot 
relative to the time since the BAT trigger on the GRB (T0). Swift took 114 seconds to settle on the BAT determined 
position and to start taking image mode data. In this case, the XRT did not centroid and began taking WT mode data, as 
the burst was brighter than 2 counts/second. At T0+135s the afterglow had faded enough for the XRT to transition into 
PC mode, at this point SPER data starts to be downlinked through TDRSS. At T0+450s a watchdog timer is triggered at 
the GCN, at which point the combined SPER packets are processed into a fits file and sent to the XRT team via a GCN 
notice.  
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Figure 3. XRT light-curve of the X-ray afterglow of GRB070808. The vertical dashed line represents the time at which 
the XRT took a 2.5s image of the field and attempted to produce a rapid position through centroid. The points on the 
light-curve represent the X-ray afterglow brightness in data in WT mode (circles) and PC mode (triangles). The dot-
dash box represents the time period in which the first batch of SPER data are being taken. (Inset) Image formed from 
SPER data on GRB 070808. The error circle plotted on this image is the calculated centroid position and 90% 
confidence level error circle calculated from the data taking the location of hot columns into account. 

 

This FITS file can then be run through a centroiding algorithm in order to find a localization of the GRB (inset in Figure 
3). The XRT team member can then send a manual GCN XRT position alert out based on the position found from the 
SPER data. Typically this happens approximately 10 minutes after the burst occurs, although this is now being 
automated allowing for an even quicker response. SPER data are continually downlinked throughout the first orbit of 
observations only, allowing the position to be refined. 

The development of these SPER data has resulted XRT being able to determine X-ray GRB afterglow positions at 
approximately ~T0+10 min for almost all bursts in which an immediate slew is triggered by BAT. Also in cases where 
the slew is delayed by a Spacecraft constraint, the sensitivity of the SPER data allows positions to usually be found 
within 10 minutes of the slew beginning, despite the burst not being observable for up to an hour after the initial 
detection. Also as these PC mode data typically has more counts in a source than the Image Mode data, positions 
determined with this method typically can have errors as small as 3.5 arc seconds (90% confidence) compared to ~5 arc 
seconds for on-board centroiding. See http:///www.swift.ac.uk/sper.php for a description of the accuracy achieved by this 
method. 
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4. SELECTION OF XRT MODES 
4.1 Mode Switching 

In its regular “Auto” state, the XRT picks one of four observing modes: PC, WT, Low-rate Photodiode (LrPD) and 
Piled-up Photodiode (PuPD). These four modes respectively have increasingly faster read out times, although with faster 
read out modes comes the loss of imaging capability (WT mode only has 1-D imagine a capability, LrPD and PuPD have 
no imaging at all). In order to decide which mode to use, the XRT measures the count rate. This is done primarily to 
avoid pile up, although also the faster read outs allow for better timing resolution for bright sources. Note that since the 
micrometeorite damage to the CCD, LrPD and PUPD modes have been disabled due to the high bias caused by the hot 
columns, so as of May 2005, only PC and WT modes are current used by XRT. 

Unfortunately this auto mode selection is prone to several issues that were not predicted before XRT launch. Firstly the 
presence of Earth Limb contamination causes a large number of events to be seen around the corners of the CCD at the 
beginning and end of the orbit for targets at or near the declination of the orbit poles (+/−69 degrees). Another issue is 
that of the varying CCD temperature, which can cause a large number of background counts and the appearance of 
transient hot pixels at CCD temperatures of greater than −50C. 

These effects are generally limited to affecting PC mode data, and this leads to a phenomenon known as “mode 
switching” in which a high count rate seen in PC mode causes the XRT to switch the mode to WT, and then the count 
rate seen in WT is low due to the differences in the way that event recognition works in WT mode to PC mode leading to 
less false events from hot pixels being detected, causing the XRT to switch back to PC mode. As there is a dead time 
associated with switching observing modes, getting into this cycle of mode switching can be an extremely inefficient 
mode of observation, especially when the source in the field of view is faint, meaning that the WT frames taken are also 
not useful for analysis.  

4.2 On-board Count Rate Calculation 

In order to combat this mode switching several strategies have been put in place since launch. 

Firstly as the Earth Limb contamination is generally concentrated in the corners of the CCD, the window on the CCD 
that is utilized to calculate the count rate was reduced from the full PC mode window, to the central 200x200 window on 
the CCD. This region is where a point source is most likely to fall, although in some cases sources have fallen outside of 
this window due to a combination of the error in the BAT position of a GRB and the error in Swift pointing combining. 
Luckily this is a very rare occurrence. 

Secondly, in order to further remove Earth Limb contamination from the count rate calculation, as well as low energy 
background events caused by the CCD being too hot, the threshold at which X-ray events are included in the XRT count 
rate was raised from 80DN (~0.2 keV) to 200DN (~0.5 keV). 

However, these changes, although moderately effective, do not remove the most extreme cases of mode switching, such 
as where the Earth Limb contamination is bright and located on the central part of the CCD. In order to further reduce 
the effect of mode switching, a software modification was made to the algorithm that is used to calculate XRT count 
rate. This modification utilized a new selection criteria to determine if a XRT photon event should be considered “good”, 
which was that an event was only included in the count rate if the central pixel DN was higher than the split event DN 
(the total DN seen in the 8 pixels of the 3x3 event array other than the central pixel). As most real X-ray events will be 
highly centrally concentrated, whereas events due to Earth Limb contamination and elevated detected backgrounds tend 
to be more spread out over the 3x3 event array, this method proved to be highly effective at removing the effect of Earth 
limb to a point where it no longer causes any mode switching to occur. Furthermore tests show that it dramatically 
reduces mode switching at high CCD temperatures allowing observations to occur at a much higher temperature (−51C 
compared to −54C prior to the change at the time of the change). 

4.3 Calibration State 

Although auto selection of the XRT mode has its advantages in burst observations, with the problems of mode switching 
discussed earlier and the requirement to obtain observations in a fixed mode regardless of source brightness (e.g. 
calibration observations) it became desirable to find a method of fixing the XRT into a set mode for a particular 
observation target. The initial solution to this problem was to place commands to set the mode in an Auxiliary Timeline 
file (ATF). This file consists of commands that get sent to the XRT at designated times. In order to fix an observation in 
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WT mode the ATF would contain commands to put the XRT into Manual State, and then begin taking data in the 
required mode, timed to start at the beginning of the observation period for the source. At the end of the observation the 
XRT would be commanded to stop the exposures and return to Auto State. 

The major disadvantage of this method is that it puts the XRT into Manual State for fixed intervals. When in manual 
state the XRT is unable to execute any automated mode changes, which means if a GRB is detected while the XRT is in 
Manual State, it will not go through its usual automated sequence of burst location, and will not send out any data 
packets through TDRSS until it returns to Auto State at the time specified in the ATF. This is a major impact in the 
effectiveness of the XRT to rapidly localize GRBs.  

In order to get around this, a change was made to the XRT flight software to allow for a new “Calibration State”. This 
Calibration State allowed the XRT mode to be set as one of the arguments in the Pre-Planned Science Timeline file 
(PPST). This file contains the information as to what targets Swift will observe. The major advantage of this is that it 
does not require switching to Manual State to set the mode, and if a GRB occurs, the XRT will execute its normal 
sequence of events, including sending burst information through TDRSS. 

Although this state was primarily designed for use in Calibration observations, after its introduction in May 2007, it 
rapidly became the default mode of operation for non-GRB targets to always pick the XRT mode, apart from in extreme 
cases where the source was expected to vary. This had the benefit of completely bypassing the issue of mode switching, 
as well as giving the scientist the ability to chose which mode is best for their observations, rather than having the mode 
picked for them based on the source brightness. This is particularly important in cases where the scientist requires high 
timing resolution data of a source that is faint, or if they require positional information on a source that would normally 
be too bright for PC mode operations. As Swift becomes a more general platform for multi-wavelength observing, the 
ability to pick the XRT mode will much better suit the needs of Guest Observers than the previous Autonomous 
selection of observing modes. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The Swift X-ray Telescope has had to evolve due to several operational challenges since Swift was launched in 
November 2004. The major impact on XRT was the loss of controlled cooling, which meant that the XRT temperature 
was no longer electronically controlled to remain at a constant -100C. The requirement to keep the XRT temperature 
below −50C presented a significant challenge to the science planners, however that challenge has been well met and the 
XRT temperature has remained below an average −54C for the majority of the observing time. Analysis of data taken 
over 1000 days of XRT operation has allowed further refinements to be made to the model of XRT CCD temperature, 
and understanding of the 2nd order temperature effects apparently caused by seasonal variations in the Earth albedo. 

Significant advances in the ability of XRT to perform rapid burst localization have been achieved through the increased 
use of TDRSS telemetry to downlink more detailed data during the first orbit after a GRB is detected. These changes 
have allowed the XRT team to report accurate locations on all but the very faintest bursts to the wider GRB community 
usually within 10 minutes of the BAT detecting the burst. 

Software changes to how XRT selects its observing modes have greatly reduced dead-time by mostly removing the issue 
of mode switching. The ability of observers to now pick the mode they wish the XRT to collect data using the new 
calibration state will be increasingly important as the focus of Swift’s science program moves away from GRBs towards 
more general observing programs. 
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